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A 

ACCENTOR  ACCENORT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

ACCOLADE AACCDELO to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ACOUSTIC ACCIOSTU hearing aid [n -S] 

AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S] 

ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S] 

ALVEOLAR AAELLORV sound produced with tongue touching place just behind front teeth [n -S] 

AMADAVAT AAAADMTV Asian songbird (name imitative of its call) [n -S] 

AMOEBEAN AABEEMNO amebean (alternately responding) [adj] 

ANAPAEST AAAENPST anapest (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

ANAPHORA AAAHNOPR repetition of word or phrase at beginning of several successive verses or sentences [n -S] 

ANECHOIC ACCEHINO neither having nor producing echoes [adj] 

ANNOUNCE ACENNNOU to make known publicly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ANTHEMED ADEEHMNT ANTHEM, to praise in song [v] 

ANTHEMIC ACEHIMNT pertaining to anthem (song of praise) [adj] 

ANTIPHON AHINNOPT psalm or hymn sung [n -S] 

ANTIROCK ACIKNORT opposed to rock music [adj] 

APHONIES AEHINOPS APHONY, aphonia (loss of voice) [n] 

APOCOPIC ACCIOOPP APOCOPE, omission of last sound of word [adj] 

APOPHONY AHNOOPPY ablaut (patterned change in root vowels of verb forms) [n -NIES] 

APPLAUSE AAELPPSU sound made by persons applauding [n -S] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]  

ARMONICA AACIMNOR type of musical instrument [n -S] 

ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S] 

ARYTHMIA AAHIMRTY irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [n -S] 

ARYTHMIC ACHIMRTY ARYTHMIA, irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [adj] 

ASPIRATA AAAIPRST type of plosive (sound produced by plosion (release of breath after articulation of certain consonants)) [n -E] 

ASSONANT AANNOSST word or syllable that resembles another in sound [n -S] 

ASSONATE AAENOSST to use word or syllable that resembles another in sound [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATONALLY AALLNOTY ATONAL, lacking tonality [adv] 

ATTUNING AGINNTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

ATWITTER AEIRTTTW twittering (to utter succession of chirping sounds) [adj] 

AUDITIVE ADEIITUV auditory (group of listeners) [n -S] 

AUTOHARP AAHOPRTU type of zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

AVADAVAT AAAADTVV small songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 
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BABBLING ABBBGILN BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BACCHIUS ABCCHISU type of metrical foot [n -II] 

BACKBEAT AABBCEKT type of rhythm in music [n -S] 

BACKPACK AABCCKKP to hike with pack on one's back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAGPIPER ABEGIPPR one that plays bagpipes [n -S] 

BALLADIC AABCDILL BALLAD, narrative poem or song [adj] 

BALLADRY AABDLLRY ballad poetry [n -RIES] 

BALLYHOO ABHLLOOY to promote by uproar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BANDMATE AABDEMNT fellow member of band [n -S] 

BANDSMAN AABDMNNS member of musical band [n -MEN] 

BANJOIST ABIJNOST one who plays banjo (musical instrument) [n -S] 

BARITONE ABEINORT male singing voice [n -S] 

BARKLESS ABEKLRSS unable to bark [adj] 

BARYTONE ABENORTY baritone (male singing voice) [n -S] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BEATLESS ABEELSST having no rhythm [adj] 

BEBOPPER BBEEOPPR one that likes bebop (type of jazz) [n -S] 

BECLAMOR ABCELMOR to clamor loudly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDEAFEN ABDEEEFN to deafen (to make deaf (lacking sense of hearing)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEHOWLED BDEEHLOW BEHOWL, to howl at [v] 

BELFRIED BDEEFILR BELFRY, bell tower [adj] 

BELFRIES BEEFILRS BELFRY, bell tower [n] 

BELLBUOY BBELLOUY buoy (warning float) having bell [n -S] 

BELLOWED BDEELLOW BELLOW, to shout in deep voice [v] 

BELLOWER BEELLORW one that bellows (to shout in deep voice) [n -S] 

BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S] 

BEMURMUR BEMMRRUU to murmur at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BERCEUSE BCEEERSU lullaby [n -S] 

BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

BERIMING BEGIIMNR BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BESOOTHE BEEHOOST to soothe (to restore to quiet or normal state) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BEWAILED ABDEEILW BEWAIL, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEWAILER ABEEILRW one that bewails (to lament (to express sorrow or regret for)) [n -S] 

BILABIAL AABBIILL sound articulated with both lips [n -S] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

BIRDCALL ABCDILLR call of bird [n -S] 

BIRDSONG BDGINORS song of bird [n -S] 

BLAMMING ABGILMMN BLAM, to make loud sound like that of gunshot [v] 

BLASTING ABGILNST act of one that blasts [n -S] / BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLATTING ABGILNTT BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

BLEATING ABEGILNT BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

BLEEPING BEEGILNP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLIPPING BGIILNPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v] 

BLUBBING BBBGILNU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S] 

BLUEBIRD BBDEILRU songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BLUESIER BEEILRSU BLUESY, resembling blues (musical form) [adj] 

BOBOLINK BBIKLNOO songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW game bird (name imitative of its call) [n -S] 

BOINGING BGGIINNO BOING, to make sound of reverberation or vibration [v] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

BOMBARDE ABBDEMOR medieval shawm (woodwind) [n -S] 

BONGOIST BGINOOST bongo player [n -S] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO to dance to rock music [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOGEYED BDEEGOOY BOOGEY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 
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BOOGYING BGGINOOY BOOGY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOHOOED BDEHOOOO BOOHOO, to weep noisily [v] 

BOPPIEST BEIOPPST BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BOUSOUKI BIKOOSUU bouzouki (stringed musical instrument) [n -S, -IA] 

BOUZOUKI BIKOOUUZ stringed musical instrument [n -S, IA] 

BOWWOWED BDEOOWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v] 

BRABBLER ABBBELRR one that brabbles (to quarrel noisily) [n -S] 

BRISANCE ABCEINRS shattering effect of explosive [n -S] 

BROUHAHA AABHHORU uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -S] 

BULLHORN BHLLNORU electric megaphone [n -S] 

BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU crowded, boisterous party [n -S] 

BUZZIEST BEISTUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 
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CACKLING ACCGIKLN CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CAESURAL AACELRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CAESURIC ACCEIRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CALAMATA AAAACLMT kalamata (black olive grown in Greece) [n -S] 

CALLIOPE ACEILLOP keyboard musical instrument [n -S] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CANARIES AACEINRS CANARY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

CANOROUS ACNOORSU melodic (pertaining to melody (agreeable succession of musical sounds)) [adj] 

CANTICLE ACCEILNT hymn [n -S] 

CANTORIS ACINORST to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

CANZONET ACENNOTZ short song [n -S] 

CARACARA AAAACCRR large hawk(name imitative of its call) [n -S] 

CARILLON ACILLNOR to play set of bells [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S] / CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLED ACDELLOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLER ACELLORR caroler (one that carols (to sing joyously)) [n -S] 

CASTANET AACENSTT rhythm instrument [n -S] 

CASTRATO AACORSTT singer castrated in boyhood [n -TI, -S] 

CAVATINA AAACINTV simple song [n -S, -NE] 

CEREBRAL ABCEELRR kind of consonant [n -S] 

CHAMPING ACGHIMNP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHANTIES ACEHINST CHANTY, chantey (sailor's song) [n] 

CHANTING ACGHINNT CHANT, to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [v] 

CHAUNTED ACDEHNTU CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

CHAUNTER ACEHNRTU one that chaunts (to chant) [n -S] 

CHAZANIM AACHIMNZ CHAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

CHEDDITE CDDEEHIT chedite (explosive) [n -S] 

CHEEPING CEEGHINP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEERING CEEGHINR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEVALET ACEEHLTV part of stringed instrument [n -S] 
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CHIRKING CGHIIKNR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRMING CGHIIMNR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPING CGHIINPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRRING CGHIINRR CHIRR, to make harsh, vibrant sound [v] / CHIRRE [v] 

CHITCHAT ACCHHITT to indulge in small talk [v -TT, -TTING, -S] 

CHOIRBOY BCHIOORY boy who sings in choir (body of church singers) [n -S] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHOMPING CGHIMNOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHORAGUS ACGHORSU leader of chorus or choir [n -ES, -GI] 

CHORALLY ACHLLORY harmoniously (in harmonious manner) [adv] 

CHORDING CDGHINOR act of playing chord [n -S] / CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v] 

CHOREGUS CGHORSU choragus (leader of chorus or choir) [n -ES, -GI] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

CHORUSES CEHORSSU CHORUS, to sing in unison [v] 

CHOWCHOW CCHHOOWW relish of mixed pickles in mustard [n -S] 

CHUBASCO ABCCHOSU violent thunderstorm [n -S] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

CHUFFEST CEFFHSTU CHUFF, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

CHUFFING CFFGHINU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

CHUGALUG   ACGGHLUU   to drink without pause [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUMPING CGHIMNPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CHUNKING CGHIKNNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CHURRING CGHINRRU CHURR, to make vibrant sound [v] 

CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CIVICISM CCIIIMSV system of government based upon individual rights [n -S] 

CLACKING ACCGIKLN CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLAMORED ACDELMOR CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMORER ACELMORR one that clamors (to make loud outcries) [n -S] 

CLANGING ACGGILNN CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

CLANGOUR ACGLNORU to clangor (to clang repeatedly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj] 

CLANKING ACGIKLNN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLAPPING ACGILNPP CLAP, to strike one palm against other [v] 

CLAQUEUR ACELQRUU member of claque [n -S] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CLATTERY ACELRTTY having rattling noise [adj] 

CLICKING CCGIIKLN CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLINGING CGGIILNN CLING, to make high-pitched ringing sound [v] 

CLINKING CGIIKLNN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLONKIER CEIKLNOR CLONKY, making dull thumping sound [adj] 

CLONKING CGIKLNNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLOPPING CGILNOPP CLOP, to make sound of hoof striking pavement [v] 

CLUCKING CCGIKLNU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

CLUNKING CGIKLNNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

COCOBOLO BCCLOOOO tropical tree [n -S] 

COMBINED BCDEIMNO skiing competition combining two events [n -S] 
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COMPOSER CEMOOPRS one that writes music [n -S] 

CONCERTO CEENOORT musical composition [n -S, -TI] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

CONTINUO CINNOOTU type of instrumental part [n -S] 

CONVERSE CEENORSV to speak together [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COOEEING CEEGINOO COOEE, to cry out shrilly [v] 

COOEYING CEGINOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

CORNETTO CENOORTT musical wind instrument [n -S, -TI] 

CORONACH ACCHNOOR dirge (funeral song) [n -S] 

COUGHING CGGHINOU COUGH, to expel air from lungs noisily [v] 

COUSCOUS CCOOSSUU North African cereal [n -ES] 

CRANCHED ACCDEHNR CRANCH, to craunch (to crunch (to chew with crackling sound)) [v] 

CRANCHES ACCEHNRS CRANCH, to craunch (to crunch (to chew with crackling sound)) [v] 

CRASHING ACGHINRS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

CREAKIER ACEEIKRR CREAKY, creaking (squeaking) [adj] 

CREAKILY ACEIKLRY CREAKY, creaking (squeaking) [adv] 

CREAKING ACEGIKNR CREAK, to squeak (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [v] 

CREPITUS CEIPRSTU grating sound made in breathing [n CREPITUS] 

CROAKIER ACEIKORR CROAKY, low and hoarse [adj] 

CROAKILY ACIKLORY CROAKY, low and hoarse [adv.] 

CROAKING ACGIKNOR CROAK, to utter low, hoarse sound [v] 

CROONIER CEINOORR CROONY, having or being soft singing style [adj] 

CROONING CGINNOOR CROON, to sing softly [v] 

CROUPOUS COOPRSUU pertaining to croup (disease of throat) [adj] 

CRUMBUMS BCMMRSUU CRUMBUM, despicable person [n] 

CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CRUMPING CGIMNPRU CRUMP, to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CRUNCHED CCDEHNRU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CRUNCHER CCEHNRRU one that crunches (to chew with crackling sound) [n -S] 

CRUNCHES CCEHNRSU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CYMBALER ABCELMRY one that plays cymbals (percussion instrument) [n -S] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 
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DACTYLIC ACCDILTY verse consisting of dactyls (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

DEACONED ACDDEENO DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADENER ADDEEENR one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

DEAFENED ADDEEEFN DEAFEN, to make deaf (lacking sense of hearing) [v] 

DEAFNESS ADEEFNSS state of being deaf (lacking sense of hearing) [n -ES] 

DEEJAYED ADDEEEJY DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DESTRIER DEEIRRST warhorse (musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess) [n -S] 

DETONATE ADEENOTT to cause to explode [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DETUNING DEGINNTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DIAPASON AADINOPS burst of harmonious sound [n -S] 

DIAPHONE ADEHINOP low-pitched foghorn [n -S] 
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DIASTOLE ADEILOST normal rhythmical dilation of heart [n -S] 

DIATONIC ACDIINOT pertaining to type of musical scale [adj] 

DIATREME ADEEIMRT volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n -S] 

DIATRIBE ABDEIIRT bitter and abusive criticism [n -S] 

DICHOTIC CCDHIIOT affecting two ears differently [adj] 

DICTATOR ACDIORTT one that dictates (to read aloud for recording) [n -S] 

DIMINISH DHIIIMNS to lessen (to make or become less) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DINGDONG DDGGINNO to make ringing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIPODIES DDEIIOPS DIPODY, dimeter (verse of two metrical feet) [n] 

DIRGEFUL DEFGILRU DIRGE, funeral song [adj] 

DISPLODE DDEILOPS to explode (to blow up) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOGGEREL DEEGGLOR trivial, awkwardly written verse [n -S] 

DOLOROSO DLOOOORS having mournful musical quality [adj] 

DOORBELL BDELLOOR bell at door [n -S] 

DOWNBEAT ABDENOTW first beat of musical measure [n -S] 

DOWNTOWN DNNOOTWW business district of city [n -S] 

DOXOLOGY DGLOOOXY hymn or verse of praise to God [n -GIES] 

DRAWLING ADGILNRW DRAWL, to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged [v] 

DROLLEST DELLORST DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DROPTOPS DOOPSPRT DROPTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

DRUMBEAT ABDEMRTU sound of drum [n -S] 

DRUMFISH  DFHIMRSU fish that makes drumming sound [n -ES] 

DRUMHEAD ADDEHMRU material that is stretched over end of drum [n -S] 

DRUMLIKE DEIKLMRU resembling head of drum [adj] 

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S] / DRUM, to beat drum (percussion instrument) [v] 

DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v] 

DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet (musical composition for two) [n -S] 

DULCETLY CDELLTUY melodiously [adv] 

DULCIANA AACDILNU soft-toned organ stop [n -S] 

DULCIMER CDEILMRU stringed instrument [n -S] 

DYNAMITE ADEIMNTY to blow up with powerful explosive [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DYSLALIA AADILLSY inability to articulate speech [n -S] 
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EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n] 

ECHOGRAM ACEGHMOR record produced by device that uses ultrasonic waves [n -S] 

ECHOLESS CEEHLOSS producing no echo [adj] 

EINSTEIN EEIINNST very intelligent person [n -S] 

EJECTIVE CEEEIJTV sound produced with air compressed above closed glottis [n -S] 

ELLIPSIS EIILLPSS omission of word or words in sentence [n -SES] 

ENCLITIC CCEIILNT word pronounced as part of preceding word [n -S] 

EPICEDIA ACDEEIIP funeral songs [n] 

EUPHONIC CEHINOPU EUPHONY, pleasant sound [adj] 
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EXPLODER DEELOPRX to that explodes (to blow up) [n -S] 
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FALSETTO AEFLOSTT artificially high voice [n -S] 

FANTASIA AAAFINST free-form musical composition [n -S] 

FANTASIE AAEFINST fantasia (free-form musical composition) [n -S] 

FIDDLING DDFGIILN FIDDLE, to play violin [v] 

FILMIEST EFIILMST FILMY, resembling or covered with film; hazy [adj] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FIZZIEST EFIISTZZ FIZZY, fizzing (hissing or sputtering sound) [adj] 

FIZZLING FGIILNZZ FIZZLE, to fizz (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [v] 

FLAMENCO ACEFLMNO strongly rhythmic style of dancing [n -S] 

FLAUTIST AFILSTTU flutist [n -S] 

FLOPPING FGILNOPP FLOP, to fall heavily and noisily [v] 

FLUENTLY EFLLNTUY FLUENT, spoken or written with effortless ease [adv] 

FLUTEYER EEFLRTUY FLUTEY, fluty (resembling flute in sound) [adj] 

FLUTIEST EFILSTTU FLUTEY, fluty (resembling flute in sound) [adj] / FLUTY [adj] 

FOLKIEST EFIKLOST FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FOLKSONG FGKLNOOS song of folk music of area [n -S] 

FOOTFALL AFFLLOOT sound of footstep [n -S] 

FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -S, -DI] 

FREEBEES BEEEEFRS FREEBEE, freebie (something given or received without charge) [n 

FREEBIES BEEEFIRS FREEBIE, something given or received without charge [n] 

FRONTMAN AFMNNORT most prominent member of group of musicians [n -MEN] 

FRONTONS FNNOORTS FRONTON, jai* alai* arena [n] 

FROUFROU FFOORRUU rustling sound [n -S] 

FULMINIC CFIILMNU highly explosive [adj] 

FUNKSTER EFKNRSTU fan or performer of earthy, bluesy music [n -S] 

FUNNIEST EFINNSTU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FUZZTONE EFNOTUZZ blurred audio effect [n -S] 
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GAGGLING AGGGGILN GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v] 

GANGBANG AABGGGNN to participate in gang-related activities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GARBLING ABGGILNR GARBLE, to distort meaning of [v] 

GARDYLOO ADGLOORY used as warning cry [interj] 

GARGLING AGGGILNR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

GEOPHONE EEGHNOOP device that detects vibrations in earth [n -S] 

GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GLUGGING GGGGILNU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

GLYCONIC CCGILNOY type of verse line [n -S] 

GONGLIKE EGGIKLNO resembling gong (disc-like percussion instrument) [adj] 

GOSPELLY EGLLOPSY having characteristics of gospel music [adj] 

GREEGREE EEEEGGRR grigri (fetish or amulet) [n -S] 

GROANING AGGINNOR GROAN, to utter low, mournful sound [v] 
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GROWLIER EGILORRW GROWLY, deep and harsh in speech [adj] 

GROWLING GGILNORW GROWL, to utter deep, harsh sound [v] 

GRUFFEST EFFGRSTU GRUFF, low and harsh in speech [adj] 

GRUFFIER EFFGIRRU GRUFFY, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

GRUFFILY FFGILRUY in gruffy (gruff (low and harsh in speech)) manner [adv] 

GRUFFING FFGGINRU GRUFF, to utter in gruff voice [v] 

GRUFFISH FFGHIRSU somewhat gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

GRUMBLER BEGLMRRU one that grumbles (to mutter in discontent) [n -S] 

GRUNTING GGINNRTU GRUNT, to utter deep, guttural sound [v] 

GUFFAWED ADEFFGUW GUFFAW, to laugh loudly [v] 

GUGGLING GGGGLINU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

GUITGUIT GGIITTUU tropical American bird (name imitative of its call)  [n -S] 

GUNPAPER AEGNPPRU type of explosive paper [n -S] 

GURGLIER EGGILRRU GURGLY, making bubbling sounds [adj] 

GURGLING GGGILNRU GURGLE, to flow with bubbling sounds [v] 

GUTTURAL AGLRTTUU throaty sound [n -S] 
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HAGGADAH AAADGGHH biblical narrative [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

HAGGADAS AAADGGHS HAGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

HALALAHS AAAHHLLS HALALAH, halala (Saudi Arabian coin) [n] 

HALAVAHS AAAHHLSV HALAVAH, halvah (Turkish confection) [n] 

HALLOAED AADEHLLO HALLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HALLOING AGHILLNO HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

HALLOOED ADEHLLOO HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HAMATSAS AAAHMSST HAMATSA, dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n] 

HANDBELL ABDEHLLN small bell with handle [n -S] 

HAPHTARA AAAHHPRT biblical selection [n -S, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HARKENED ADEEHKNR HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

HARKENER AEEHKNRR one that harkens (to hearken (to listen to)) [n -S] 

HARMONIC ACHIMNOR overtone (higher partial tone) [n -S] 

HARRUMPH AHHMPRRU to make guttural sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S] 

HAUTBOIS ABHIOSTU hautboy (oboe (woodwind instrument)) [n HAUTBOIS] 

HAZZANIM AAHIMNZZ HAZZAN, hazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

HEARABLE AABEEHLR HEAR, to perceive by ear [adj] 

HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEMIOLIA AEHIILMO hemiola (rhythmic alteration in music) [n -S] 

HEXAPODY ADEHOPXY line of verse with six feet [n -DIES] 

HICCOUGH CCGHHIOU to hiccup (to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HICCUPED CCDEHIPU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

HILARITY AHIILRTY noisy merriment [n -TIES] 

HILLOAED ADEHILLO HILLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HILLOING GHIILLNO HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HINNYING GHIINNNY HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v] 

HISSIEST EHIISSST HISSY, characterized by hissing sound [adj] 
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HITMAKER AEHIKMRT musician who produces best-selling records [n -S] 

HOARSELY AEHLORSY HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adv] 

HOARSEST AEHORSST HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adj] 

HOLLAING AGHILLNO HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLERED DEEHLLOR HOLLER, to yell (to cry out loudly) [v] 

HOLLOAED ADEHLLOO HOLLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOING GHILLNOO HOLLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOOED DEHLLOOO HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOOFBEAT ABEFHOOT sound of hooves striking ground [n -S] 

HOORAHED ADEHHOOR HOORAH, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOORAYED ADEHOORY HOORAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOOTIEST EHIOOSTT HOOTY, sounding like cry of owl [adj] 

HORNPIPE EHINOPPR musical instrument [n -S] 

HOTSHOTS HHOOSSTT HOTSHOT, showily skillful person [n] 

HOTSPOTS HOOPSSTT HOTSPOT, area known for violence or unrest [n] 

HOUSIEST EHIOSSTU HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HULLOAED ADEHLLOU HULLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOING GHILLNOU HULLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOOED DEHLLOOU HULLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HUMDRUMS DHMMRSUU HUMDRUM, dull, boring person [n] 

HUMMABLE ABEHLMMU capable of being hummed (to sing without opening lips or saying words) [adj] 

HUMPHING GHHIMNPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HURRAHED ADEHHRRU HURRAH, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HURRAYED ADEHRRUY HURRAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HUSHEDLY DEHHLSUY HUSH, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [adv] 

HUSKIEST EHIKSSTU HUSKY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

HUZZAHED ADEHHUZZ HUZZAH, to huzza (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HUZZAING AGHINUZZ HUZZA, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 

HYMNBOOK BHKMNOOY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -S] 
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IAMBUSES ABEIMSSU IAMBUS, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

IDIOLECT CDEIILOT one's speech pattern [n -S] 

INTONATE AEINNOTT to intone (to speak in singing voice) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTONING GIINNNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 
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JACAMARS AAACJMRS JACAMAR, tropical bird [n] 

JAMBOREE ABEEJMOR noisy celebration [n -S] 

JANGLIER AEGIJLNR JANGLY, jangling (to make harsh, metallic sound) [adj] 

JANGLING AGGIJLNN JANGLE, to make harsh, metallic sound [v] 

JAZZLIKE AEIJKLZZ resembling type of music [adj] 

JINGLIER EGIIJLNR JINGLY, jingling [adj] 

JINGLING GGIIJLNN JINGLE, to make tinkling sound [v] 
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JONGLEUR EGJLNORU minstrel (medieval musician) [n -S] 

JUNGLIST GIJLNSTU performer of style of fast dance music [n -S] 
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KABLOOEY ABEKLOOY   used to indicate sound of abrupt happening [interj] 

KABLOOIE    ABEIKLOO   kablooey, (used to indicate sound of abrupt happening) [interj] 

KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU disturbance or commotion [n -S] 

KALAMATA AAAAKLMT black olive grown in Greece [n -S] 

KATAKANA AAAAKKNT Japanese syllabic symbol [n -S] 

KAVAKAVA AAAAKKVV kava (tropical shrub) [n -S] 

KERPLUNK EKKLNPRU to fall or drop with heavy sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KHAZENIM AEHIKMNZ KHAZEN, hazzan (hazan (cantor (religious singer))) [n] 

KILLDEER DEEIKLLR wading bird (name imitative of its call)  [n -S] 

KISKADEE ADEEIKKS large flycatcher (name imitative of its call)  [n -S] 

KNELLING EGIKLLNN KNELL, to sound bell [v] 

KNOLLING GIKLLNNO KNOLL, to knell (to sound bell) [v] 

KOWTOWED DEKOOTWW KOWTOW, to behave in servile manner [v] 

KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn (double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S] 
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LAIRIEST AEIILRST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LARGANDO AADGLNOR becoming gradually slower, used as musical direction [adj] 

LARYNGAL AAGLLNRY speech sound articulated in larynx [n -S] 

LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter (act or sound of one that laughs) [n -S] / LAUGH [v] 

LAUGHTER AEGHLRTU act or sound of one that laughs [n -S] 

LAVALAVA AAAALLVV Polynesian garment [n -S] 

LAVEROCK ACEKLORV songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner, used as musical direction [adv] 

LENITING EGIILNNT LENITE, to articulate lenis (speech sound pronounced with little or no aspiration) [v] 

LENITION EIILNNOT change in articulation [n -s] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower, used as musical direction [adv] 

LETTERED DEEELRTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

LETTERER EEELRRTT one that letters (to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)) [n -S] 

LIBRETTO BEILORTT text of opera [n -TTI, -S] 

LIMERICK CEIIKLMR humorous verse [n -S] 

LISTENED DEEILNST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v] 

LISTENER EEILNRST one that listens (to make conscious use of sense of hearing) [n -S] 

LOCOFOCO CCFLOOOO type of friction match [n -S] 

LOCOMOTE CELMOOOT to move about [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LOQUITUR ILOQRTUU he or she speaks [v] 

LOUDENED DDEELNOU LOUDEN, to make or become louder [v] 

LOUDLIER DEILLORU LOUDLY, in loud manner [adv] 

LOUDNESS  DELNOSSU quality of being loud [n -ES] 

LUTANIST AILNSTTU one who plays lute [n -S] 

LUTENIST EILNSTTU lutanist (one who plays lute) [n -S] 
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LYRICISE CEIILRSY to lyricize (to write lyrics) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

LYRICISM CIILMRSY quality of being lyrics [n -S] 

LYRICIST CIILRSTY one who writes words for songs [n -S] 

LYRICIST CIILRSTY one who writes words for songs [n -S] 

LYRICIZE CEIILRYZ to write lyrics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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MADRASAH AAADHMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MADRASAS AAADMRSS MADRASA, madrassa (Muslim school) [n] 

MADRASSA AAADMRSS Muslim school [n -S] 

MADRIGAL AADGILMR short lyric poem [n -S] 

MAESTOSO AEMOOSST stately musical passage [n -S] 

MAHARAJA AAAAHJMR king or prince in India [n -S] 

MAHATMAS AAAHMMST MAHATMA, Hindu sage [n] 

MALACCAS AAACCLMS MALACCA, cane of Asian rattan palm [n] 

MALANGAS AAAGLMNS MALANGA, yautia (tropical plant) [n] 

MANDOLIN ADILMNNO stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MARIACHI AACHIIMR Mexican musical band [n -S] 

MASTABAH AAABHMST mastaba (ancient Egyptian tomb) [n -S] 

MASTABAS AAABMSST MASTABA, ancient Egyptian tomb [n] 

MAXIMITE AEIIMMTX powerful explosive [n -S] 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music [n -S] 

MELINITE EEIILMNT powerful explosive [n -S] 

MELODEON DEELMNOO small accordion (bellows-driven musical instrument) [n -S] 

MELODICA ACDEILMO harmonica with small keyboard at one end [n -S] 

MELODIES DEEILMOS MELODY, agreeable succession of musical sounds [n] 

MELODION DEILMNOO melodeon (small accordion (bellows-driven musical instrument)) [n -S] 

MELODISE DEEILMOS to melodize (to compose melody) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MELODIST DEILMOST composer of melodies [n -S] 

MELODIZE DEEILMOZ to compose melody [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

METRICAL ACEILMRT pertaining to or composed in system of arranged and measured rhythm [adj] 

MIAOUING AGIIMNOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAOWING AGIIMNOW MIAOW, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAULING AGIILMNU MIAUL, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MINSTREL EILMNRST medieval musician [n -S] 

MISSOUND DIMNOSSU to sound wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MODERATO ADEMOORT musical passage played at medium tempo [n -S] 

MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj] 

MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MONOTONE EMNNOOOT vocal utterance in one unvaried tone [n -S] 

MONOTONY MNNOOOTY tedious sameness [n -NIES] 

MOUTHIER EHIMORTU MOUTHY, very talkative [adj] 

MOUTHILY HILMOTUY MOUTHY, very talkative [adv] 

MRIDANGA AADGIMNR drum of India [n -S] 

MUFFLING FFGILMNU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUNCHING CGHIMNNU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 
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MURMURED DEMMRRUU MURMUR, to speak unclearly [v] 

MURMURER EMMRRRUU one that murmurs (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MUSICALE ACEILMSU program of music performed at social gathering [n -S] 

MUSICIAN ACIIMNSU one who performs or composes music [n -S] 

MUSICKED CDEIKMSU MUSICK, to compose music for [v] 

MUTENESS EEMNSSTU state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech) [n -ES] 

MUTTERED DEEMRTTU MUTTER, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUTTERER EEMRRTTU one that mutters (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 
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NASALISE AAEILNSS to nasalize (to produce sounds nasally) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NASALIZE AAEILNSZ to produce sounds nasally [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NEIGHING EGGHIINN NEIGH, to utter cry of horse [v] 

NEUMATIC ACEIMNTU NEUME, sign used in musical notation [adj] 

NICENESS CEEINNSS quality of being nice (pleasing to senses) [n -ES] 

NICKERED CDEEIKNR NICKER, to neigh (to utter cry of horse) [v] 

NOCTURNE CENNORTU musical composition [n -S] 

NOISIEST EIINOSST NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

NONLYRIC CILNNORY not lyrical (having form of song) [adj] 

NONMUSIC CIMNNOSU inferior music [n -S] 

NONNASAL AALNNNOS not involving nose [adj] 

NONTONAL ALNNNOOT lacking tonality [adj] 

NONTONIC CINNNOOT not based on first tone of scale [adj] 

NONVOCAL ACLNNOOV one that does not involve voice [n -S] 

NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] / NOODLE [v] 

NOTTURNO NNOORTTU nocturne (musical composition) [n -NI] 

NUISANCE ACEINNSU source of annoyance [n -S] 
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OBLIGATO ABGILOOT important musical part [n -S, -TI] 

OLOROSOS LOOOORSS OLOROSO, dark sherry [n] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

OPERATIC ACEIOPRT technique of staging operas [n -S] 

OPERETTA AEEOPRTT light musical drama with spoken dialogue [n -S] 

ORATORIO AIOOORRT type of musical composition [n -S] 

ORATRESS AEORRSST oratrix (female orator) [n -ES] 

ORGANIST AGINORST one who plays organ (keyboard musical instrument) [n -S] 

ORINASAL AAILNORS sound pronounced through both mouth and nose [n -S] 

ORTHOEPY EHOOPRTY study of correct pronunciation [n -PIES] 

OSCININE CEIINNOS OSCINE, any of family of songbirds [adj] 

OSTINATO AINOOSTT constantly recurring musical phrase [n -S, -TI] 

OTOSCOPE CEOOOPST instrument for examining ear [n -S] 

OTOTOXIC CIOOOTTX adversely affecting hearing or balance [adj] 

OUTCRIED CDEIORTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 
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OUTCRIES CEIORSTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCOLD CDLOOSTU to surpass in scolding [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHOUT HOOSTTUU to shout louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSNORE ENOORSTU to surpass in snoring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSPEAK AEKOPSTU to outdo in speaking [v -POKE, POKEN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTATE AEOSTTTU to surpass in stating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTVOICE CEIOOTUV to surpass in loudness of voice [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OVENBIRD BDEINORV American songbird [n -S] 

OVERHEAR AEEHORRV to hear without speaker's knowledge or intention [v -D, -ING, -S] 

OVERLOUD DELOORUV too loud [adj] 

OVERSIDE DEEIORSV other side of phonograph record [n -S] 

OVERTONE EENOORTV higher partial tone [n -S] 

OVERTURE EEORRTUV to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERWORD DEOORRVW word or phrase repeated at intervals in song [n -S] 
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PALABRAS AAABLPRS PALABRA, word [n] 

PAPASANS AAANPPSS PAPASAN, bowllike chair [n]  

PARAGOGE AAEGGOPR addition of sound or sounds at end of word [n -S] 

PARERGON AEGNOPRR composition derived from larger work [n -GA] 

PARLANTE AAELNPRT parlando (sung in manner suggestive of speech) [adj] 

PARROTED ADEOPRRT PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

PAVILLON AILLNOPV bell of wind instrument [n -S] 

PEDALIER ADEEILPR pedal keyboard of organ [n -S] 

PEESWEEP EEEEPPSW lapwing (shore bird) (name imitative of its call) [n -S] 

PEETWEET EEEEPTTW wading bird (name imitative of its call) [n -S] 

PEGBOXES BEEGOPSX PEGBOX, part of stringed instrument [n] 

PERCEIVE CEEEIPRV to become aware of through senses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PHILOMEL EHILLOMP songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

PHONETIC CEHINOPT pertaining to speech sounds [adj] 

PICCOLOS CCILOOPS PICCOLO, small flute [n] 

PIPINESS EIINPPSS quality of being pipy (shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality)) [n -ES] 

PIPINGLY GIILNPPY shrilly (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adv] 

PLANGENT AEGLNNPT resounding loudly [adj] 

PLECTRON CELNOPRT plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n -S, -RA] 

PLECTRUM CELMPRTU implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument [n -S, -RA] 

PLINKIER EIIKLNPR PLINKY, having or making short, sharp metallic sounds [adj] 

PLUNKIER EIKLNPRU PLUNKY, marked by quick, hollow, metallic sound [adj] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

POETISER EEIOPRST poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

POETIZER EEIOPRTZ one that poetizes (to write poetry) [n -S] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETLIKE EEIKLOPT resembling poet (one who writes poems) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

POORWILL ILLOOPRW small North American bird (name imitative of its call)  [n -S] 
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POPPIEST EIOPPPST POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

POSTLUDE DELOPSTU closing musical piece [n -S] 

POSTPUNK KNOPPSTU pertaining to music coming after punk rock [adj] 

POSTSYNC CNOPSSTY to add sound to film after scene has been photographed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POWWOWED DEOOPWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v] 

PRELUDER DEELPRRU one that preludes (to play musical introduction) [n -S] 

PRESCORE CEEOPRRS to record sound of before filming [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PSALMING AGILMNPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

PULINGLY GILLNPUY in whining manner [adv] 

PUSSLIKE EIKLPSSU catlike (resembling cat; stealthy; silent) [adj] 
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QABALAHS AAABHLQS QABALAH, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

QUACKIER ACEIKQRU QUACKY, resembling cry of duck [adj] 

QUACKING ACGIKNQU QUACK, to utter characteristic cry of duck [v] 

QUIETEST EEIQSTTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETING EGIINQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETIST EIIQSTTU advocate of quietism (form of religious mysticism) [n -S] 

QUININES EIINNQSU QUININE, medicinal alkaloid [n] 

QUOMODOS DMOOOQSU QUOMODO, means or manner [n] 
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RABASKAS AAABKRSS RABASKA, large canoe [n] 

RACKETED ACDEEKRT RACKET, to make loud noise [v] 

RANCHERA AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S] 

RANTINGS AGINNRST loud and angry comments [n] 

RATAPLAN AAALNPRT to make rapidly repeating sound [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

RATATATS AAARSTTT RATATAT, quick, sharp rapping sound [n] 

RATTLING AGILNRTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

REDSTART ADERRSTT small songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

REECHOED CDEEEHOR REECHO, ECHO, repetition of sound by reflection of sound waves [v] 

REECHOES CEEEHORS REECHO, ECHO, repetition of sound by reflection of sound waves [v] 

REEDBIRD BDDEEIRR bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n -S] 

REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELISTEN EEILNRST to listen again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

REPETEND DEEENPRT phrase or sound that is repeated [n -S] 

REQUINTO EINOQRTU small guitar (stringed musical instrument) [n -TOS] 

RERECORD CDEEORRR to record again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REREPEAT AEEEPRRT to repeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESONATE AEENORST to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RETAPING AEGINPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj] 

RETUNING EGINNRTU RETUNE, TUNE, to put into proper pitch [v] 

REVEILLE EEEILLRV morning bugle call [n -S] 
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REVERBED BDEEERRV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v] 

RHONCHAL ACHILNOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [adj] 

RHONCHUS CHHNORSU rattling respiratory sound [n -CHI] 

RHYTHMIC CHHIMRTY science of rhythm [n -S] 

RICEBIRD BCDEIIRR bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n -S] 

RICERCAR ACCEIRRR instrumental composition [n -S] 

RIDOTTOS DIOORSTT RIDOTTO, public musical entertainment in 18th century England [n] 

RIMESTER EEIMRRST rimer (one that rimes (to rhyme)) [n -S] 

RINGTONE EGINNORT sound made by cell phone when receiving call [n -S] 

ROCKABYE ABCEKORY rockaby (song used to lull child to sleep) [n -S] 

ROOTSIER EIOORRST ROOTSY, showing traditional musical origins [adj] 

ROUPIEST EIOPRSTU ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

RUBBOARD ABBDORRU corrugated rectangular board used as percussion instrument [n -S] 

RUCKUSES CEKRSSUU RUCKUS, noisy disturbance [n] 

RUMBLING BGILMNRU thunderous sound [n -S] / RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

RUMPUSES EMPRSSUU RUMPUS, noisy disturbance [n] 

RUSTLING GILNRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 
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SALADANG AAADGLNS wild ox [n -S] 

SARODIST ADIORSST one who plays sarod [n -S] 

SCANSION ACINNOSS analysis of verse into metrical feet and rhythm patterns [n -S] 

SCREAKED ACDEEKRS SCREAK, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SCREAMED ACDEEMRS SCREAM, to utter prolonged, piercing cry [v] 

SCREAMER ACEEMRRS one that screams (to utter prolonged, piercing cry) [n -S] 

SCREECHY CCEEHRSY screeching (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCROOPED CDEOOPRS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SEGUEING EEGGINSU SEGUE, to proceed without pause from one musical theme to another [v] 

SEMIDEAF ADEEFIMS partly deaf [adj] 

SEMIMUTE EEIMMSTU having partially lost faculty of speech [adj] 

SEMITONE EEMINOST type of musical tone [n -S] 

SEMPLICE CEEILMPS simple, used as musical direction [adj] 

SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II] 

SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SERENATA AAEENRST dramatic cantata [n -S, -TE] 

SFORZATO AFOORSTZ playing of tone or chord with sudden force [n -TOS] 

SHAHADAH AAADHHHS shahada (Muslim profession of faith) [n -S] 

SHAHADAS AAADHHSS SHAHADA, Muslim profession of faith [n] 

SHAMISEN AEHIMNSS samisen (Japanese stringed instrument) [n -S] 

SHARPING AGHINPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHIVITIS HIIISSTV SHIVITI, plaque with Hebrew verse [n] 

SHOFROTH FHHOORST SHOFAR, ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals [n] 

SHOOSHED DEHHOOSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOTHOLE EHHLOOST hole drilled in rock to hold explosives [n -S] 

SHOUTING GHINOSTU SHOUT, to utter loudly [v] 
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SHRAPNEL AEHLNPRS fragments from exploding bomb, mine, or shell [n -S] 

SHRIEKED DEEHIKRS SHRIEK, to utter shrill cry [v] 

SHRIEKER EHEIKRRS one that shrieks (to utter shrill cry) [n -S] 

SHRILLED DEHILLRS SHRILL, to utter shrill sound [v] 

SHRILLER EHILLRRS SHRILL, having high-pitched and piercing quality [adj] 

SHTUMMER EHMMRSTU SHTUM, schtum (silent (making no sound or noise)) [adj] 

SHUSHING GHHINSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent (making no sound or noise)) [v] 

SIBILANT ABIILNST speech sound produced by fricative passage of breath through narrow orifice [n -S] 

SIBILATE ABEIILST to hiss (to make sibilant sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SIDESMAN ADEIMNSS lay assistant at Anglican church [n -MEN] 

SIFFLEUR EFFILRSU animal that makes whistling noise [n -S] 

SIGHLESS EGHILSSS uttering no sigh (deep audible breath) [adj] 

SIGHLIKE EGHIIKLS resembling sigh (deep audible breath) [adj] 

SILENCER CEEILNRS one that silences (to make silent (making no sound or noise)) [n -S] 

SILENTER EEILNRST SILENT, making no sound or noise [adj] 

SILENTLY EILLNSTY  SILENT, making no sound or noise [adv] 

SINFONIA AFIINNOS symphony (orchestral composition) [n -S, -IE] 

SINGABLE ABEGILNS SING, to utter with musical inflections of voice [adj] 

SINGSONG GGINNOSS monotonous cadence in speaking or reading [n -S] 

SIRVENTE EEINRSTV satirical medieval song or poem [n -S] 

SITARIST AIIRSSTT one who plays sitar [n -S] 

SIZZLING GIILNSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v] 

SKIRLING GIIKLNRS SKIRL, to produce shrill sound [v] 

SLAMMING AGILMMNS SLAM, to shut forcibly and noisily [v] 

SLANGING AGGILNNS SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

SLURPIER EILPRRSU SLURPY, characterized by sucking sound made when slurping [adj] 

SLURPING GILNPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SLURRING GILNRRSU SLUR, to pass over lightly or carelessly [v] 

SNAPPIER AEINPPRS SNAPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNAPPING AGINNPPS SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

SNARLING AGILNNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNEEZIER EEEINRSZ SNEEZY, tending to sneeze [adj] 

SNEEZING EEGINNSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNIVELED DEEILNSV SNIVEL, to cry or whine with sniffling [v] 

SNIVELER EEILNRSV one that snivels (to cry or whine with sniffling) [n -S] 

SNIVELLY EILLNSVY tending to whine with sniffling [adj -LLIER, -LLIEST] 

SNOOKING GIKNNOOS SNOOK, to sniff (to inhale audibly through nose) [v] 

SNORTING GINNORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

SOLFEGGI EFGGILOS solfeges (type of singing exercise) [n] 

SONANTAL AALNNOST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [adj] 

SONANTIC ACINNOST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [adj] 

SONARMAN AAMNNORS person who operates sonar equipment [n -MEN] 

SONATINA AAINNOST short sonata [n -S, -NE] 

SONATINE AEINNOST SONATINA, short sonata [n] 

SONGBIRD BDGINORS bird that utters musical call [n -S] 

SONGBOOK BGKNOOOS book of songs [n -S] 

SONGFEST EFGNOSST informal gathering for group singing [n -S] 
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SONGLESS EGLNOSSS incapable of singing [adj] 

SONGLIKE EGIKLNOS resembling song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [adj] 

SONGSTER  EGNORSST singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

SONICATE ACEINOST to disrupt with sound waves [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SONNETED DEENNOST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 

SONOBUOY BNOOOSUY buoy that detects and transmits underwater sounds [n -S] 

SONOGRAM AGMNOORS image produced by ultrasound [n -S] 

SONORANT ANNOORST type of voiced sound [n -S] 

SONOROUS NOOORSSU characterized by full and loud sound [adj] 

SOOTHING GHINOOST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SOUGHING GGHINOSU SOUGH, to make moaning or sighing sound [v] 

SOULSTER ELORSSTU singer of soul music [n -S] 

SOUNDBOX BDNOOSUX resonant cavity in musical instrument [n -ES] 

SOUNDING DGINNOSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOUNDMAN ADMNNOSU person who controls quality of sound being recorded [n -MEN] 

SOURDINE DEINORSU sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n -S] 

SPEAKING AEGIKNPS speech or discourse [n -S] / SPEAK, to utter words [v] 

SPEECHES CEEEHPSS SPEECH, faculty or act of speaking [n] 

SPICCATO ACCIOPST method of playing stringed instrument [n -S] 

SPILIKIN IIIKLNPS strip of wood used in game [n -S] 

SPILITIC CIIILPST SPILITE, form of basalt [adj] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

SQUALLED ADELLQSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUALLER AELLQRSU one that squalls (to cry or scream loudly) [n -S] 

SQUAWKED ADEKQSUW SQUAWK, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

SQUAWKER AEKRQSUW one that squawks (to utter loud, harsh cry) [n -S] 

SQUEAKED ADEEKQSU SQUEAK, to make sharp, high-pitched sound [v] 

SQUEAKER AEEKQRSU one that squeaks (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [n -S] 

SQUEALED ADEELQSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUEALER AEELQRSU one that squeals (to utter sharp, shrill cry) [n -S] 

STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -S, -TI] 

STAPEDES ADEEPSST STAPES, bone of middle ear [n] 

STATICAL AACILSTT STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [adj] 

STATICKY ACIKSTTY marked by static [adj] 

STILLEST EILLSSTT STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STILLIER EIILLRST STILLY, still (free from sound or motion) [adj] 

STILLING GIILLNST STILL, to make still [v] 

STOMPIER EIMOPRST STOMPY, conducive to stomping feet [adj] 

STRAMASH AAHMRSST uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -ES] 

STRIDENT DEINRSTT shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

STRUMMED DEMMRSTU STRUM, to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings [v] 

STRUMMER EMMRRSTU one that strums (to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings) [n -S] 

SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj] 

SUBSCALE ABCELSSU subdivision of scale [n -S] 

SUBSONIC BCINOSSU moving at speed less than that of sound [adj] 

SUBTONIC BCINOSTU type of musical tone [n -S] 

SUPERFIX EFIPRSUX recurrent pattern of stress in speech [n -ES] 
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SUSURRUS RRSSSUUU soft rustling sound [n -ES] 

SWISHING GHIINSSW SWISH, to move with prolonged hissing sound [v] 

SWOOSHED DEHOOSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SWOOSHES EHOOSSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SYLLABIC ABCILLSY speech sound of high sonority [n -S] 

SYNCOPAL ACLNOPSY SYNCOPE, contraction of word by omitting one or more sounds from middle [adj] 

SYNCOPIC CCINOPSY SYNCOPE, contraction of word by omitting one or more sounds from middle [adj] 

SYNTHPOP HNOPPSTY popular music played with synthesizers [n -S] 

SYRINGES EGINRSSY SYRINX, vocal organ of bird [n] 

SYRINXES EINRSSXY SYRINX, vocal organ of bird [n] 

SYSTOLIC CILOSSTY SYSTOLE, normal rhythmic contraction of heart [adj] 
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TABOURED ABDEORTU TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S] 

TABOURET ABEORTTU taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TACITURN ACINRTTU habitually silent [adj] 

TALKBACK AABCKKLT one-way communications link between control booth and recording studio [n -S] 

TAMBOURA AABMORTU tambura (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

TANTARAS AAANRSTT TANTARA, sound of trumpet or horn [n] 

TATHATAS AAAHSTTT TATHATA, ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n] 

TENORINO EINNOORT high tenor [n -NI] 

TENORIST EINORSTT one who sings tenor or plays tenor instrument [n -S] 

TENORMAN AEMNNORT person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -S, -TI] 

THEREMIN EEHIMNRT musical instrument [n -S] 

THRENODE DEEHNORT threnody (song of lamentation) [n -S] 

THRENODY DEHNORTY song of lamentation [n -DIES] 

THROATED ADEHORTT THROAT, to utter in hoarse voice [v] 

THROSTLE EHLORSTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

THRUMMED DEHMMRUT THRUM, to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously [v] 

THRUMMER EHMMRRUT one that thrums (to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously) [n -S] 

THRUSHES EHHRSSTU THRUSH, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

THUDDING DDGHINTU THUD, to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUMPING GHIMNPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUNDERY DEHNRTUY accompanied with thunder [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

THUNKING GHIKNNTU THUNK, to make sudden, muffled sound [v] 

TICKTACK ACCIKKTT to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TICKTOCK CCIKKOTT to make ticking sound of clock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TIMPANUM AIMMNPTU tympanum (middle ear) [n -NA, -S] 

TINKLIER EIIKLNRT TINKLY, producing tinkling sound [adj] 

TINKLING GIIKLNNT TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TINNITUS IINNSTTU ringing sound in ears [n -ES] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S] 

TOCCATAS AACCOSTT TOCCATA, musical composition usually for organ [n] 
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TONALITY AILNOTTY system of tones [n -TIES] 

TONELESS EELNOSST lacking in tone [adj] 

TONETICS CEINOSTT phonetic study of tone in language [n] 

TONGUING GGINOTTU use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S 

TONIFIED DEFIINOT TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TONIFIES EFIINOST TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TOODLING DGILNOOT TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOTLING GILNOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TORCHIER CEHIORRT TORCHY, characteristic of torch song [adj] 

TRIBRACH ABCHIRRT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRIGRAPH AGHIPRRT group of three letters representing one sound [n -S] 

TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TRIMETER EEIMRRTT verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 

TRIPWIRE EIIPRRTW low-placed hidden wire that sets off alarm or trap [n -S] 

TRISEMIC CEIIMRST TRISEME, type of metrical foot [adj] 

TROCHAIC ACCHIORT trochee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

TROMBONE BEMNOORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

TRUEBLUE BEELRTUU person of unwavering loyalty [n -S] 

TSKTSKED DEKKSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

TUNEABLE ABEELNTU tunable (capable of being tuned) [adj] 

TUNEABLY ABELNTUY TUNEABLE, tunable (capable of being tuned) [adv] 

TUNELESS EELNSSTU not tuneful [adj] 

TWANGIER AEGINRTW TWANGY, twanging [adj] 

TWANGING AGGINNTW TWANG, to make sharp, vibrating sound [v] 

TWANGLER AEGLNRTW one that twangles (to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound)) [n -S] 

TWEETING EEGINTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 
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UNFLUTED DEFLNTUU FLUTE, to play on flute (woodwind instrument) [adj] 

UNMUFFLE EFFLMNUU to free from something that muffles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPOETIC CEINOPTU not poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

UNRHYMED DEHMNRUY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [adj] 

UNSILENT EILNNSTU SILENT, making no sound or noise [adj] 

UNSTRESS ENRSSSTU syllable having relatively weak stress [n -ES] 

UNTINGED DEGINSTU TING, to emit high-pitched metallic sound [adj] 

UNTUNING GINNNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNVERSED DEENRSUV not versed (to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)) [adj] 

UPTALKED ADEKLPTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 
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VAROOMED ADEMOORV VAROOM, to vroom (to run engine at high speed) [v] 

VELARIZE AEEILRVZ to pronounce with back of tongue touching soft palate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VERSELET EEELRSTV short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S] 

VERSEMAN AEEMNRSV one who versifies [n -MEN] 

VERSICLE CEEILRSV short line of metrical writing [n -S] 
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VIBRANCE ABCEINRV vibrancy (quality or state of being vibrant) [n -S] 

VIBRANCY ABCINRVY quality or state of being vibrant [n -CIES] 

VIGOROSO GIOOORSV with emphasis and spirit, used as musical direction [adv] 

VIRAGOES AEGIORSV VIRAGO, noisy, domineering woman [n] 

VIRGINAL AGIILNRV musical instrument [n -S] 

VIRTUOSA AIORSTUV female virtuoso [n -S, -SE] 

VIRTUOSO IOORSTUV highly skilled artistic performer [n -SI, -S] 

VIVACITY ACIITVVY quality or state of being lively [n -TIES] 

VOCALESE ACEELOSV form of jazz singing [n -S] 

VOCALISE ACEILOSV to vocalize (to produce with voice) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VOCALISM ACILMOSV act of vocalizing (to produce with voice) [n -S] 

VOCALIST ACILOSTV singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

VOICEFUL CEFILOUV sonorous (characterized by full and loud sound) [adj] 

VOODOOED DDEOOOOV VOODOO, to hex (to cast evil spell upon) [v] 

VOWELLED DEELLOVW VOWEL, type of speech sound [adj] 
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WAILSOME AEILMOSW wailful (mournful (expressing grief or sorrow)) [adj] 

WAKANDAS AAADKNSW WAKANDA, supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n] 

WARBLIER ABEILRRW WARBLY, voiced in trilling or quavering manner [adj] 

WARBLING ABGILNRW WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

WARHORSE AEHORRSW musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess [n -S] 

WHAMMING AGIMMNW WHAM, to hit with loud impact [v] 

WHEEPING EEGHINPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj] 

WHEEZILY EEHILWYZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adv] 

WHEEZING EEGHINWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHIDDING DDGHIINW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 

WHINCHAT ACHHINTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WHINGING GGHIINNW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHINNIED DEHIINNW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v] 

WHIRRING GHIINRRW WHIR, to move with buzzing sound [v] / WHIRR [v] 

WHISHING GHHIINSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTED DEHHISTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISPERY EHIPRSWY resembling whisper [adj] 

WHISTING GHIINSTW WHIST, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISTLER EHILRSTW one that whistles (to make shrill, clear musical sound) [n -S] 

WHIZBANG ABGHINWZ type of explosive shell [n -S] 

WHIZZING GHIINWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WHOOFING FGHINOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOPING GHINOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOSHED DEHHOOSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOOSHES EHHOOSSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHUMPING GHIMNPUW WHUMP, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

WINDBELL BDEILLNW light bell that can be sounded by wind [n -S] 

WOODLARK ADKLOORW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 
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WOODNOTE DENOOOTW song or call of forest bird [n -S] 

WOODSHED DDEHOOSW to practice on musical instrument [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

WOODWIND DDINOOWW musical wind instrument [n -S] 

WOOSHING GHINOOSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WORKSONG GKNOORSW song sung while doing physical work [n -S] 

WRANGLER AEGLNRRW one that wrangles (to argue noisily) [n -S] 

WUTHERED DEEHRTUW WUTHER, to blow with dull roaring sound [v] 
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YAPPIEST AEIPPSTY YAPPY, inclined to yap [adj] 

YODELING DEGILNOY YODEL, to sing with fluctuating voice [v] 

YODELLED DDEELLOY YODEL, to sing with fluctuating voice [v] 

YODELLER DEELLORY yodeler (one that yodels (to sing with fluctuating voice)) [n -S] 
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ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S] 

ZIZZLING GIILNZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 
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